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A definition of internal family of equations in the algebras for an internal type in an elementary 
topos with natural numbers object is given. The category of algebras which satisfy an internal 
family of equations is shown to be monadic over the base topos and internally cocomplete provided 
the topos is Grothendieck over a topos with the internal Axiom of Choice. 
1. Introduction 
As part of the Lawvere-Tierney program [S] of studying elementary topoi as 
categories of variable sets, we present here an (internal) notion of family of equations 
in the algebras defined by an (internal) type and study the resulting categories of 
algebras. Since the families to be discussed are internal, we work in the context of the 
Pare and Schumacher theory [S] of indexed categories which will be briefly intro- 
duced below. 
In Section 2 the definitions of internal type and internal family of equations are 
given, together with several examples of these concepts. In Section 3 the notion of 
indexed functor with small fibres is introduced together with some results concerning 
such functors. Our main results are in Section 4. After showing that a weak form of 
cowell-poweredness in an indexed category is sufficient to guarantee existence of 
coequalizers there, we introduce the natural factorisation system in the categories of 
algebras for an internal type. We then show that the algebras which satisfy an internal 
family of equations are cowell-powered (and hence internally cocomplete) and 
monadic over the base topos provided that all algebras are cowell-powered. These 
results are applied to the examples of Section 2 in Section 5. 
For a category S with finite limits, an S-indexed category A is a category A’ of 
I-indexed families for each I in S together with, for each J : I in S, a substitution 
functor A’ 
a* 
- A’ such that the a* are functorial (up to canonical isomorphism). 
Examples are any ordinary category which is set-indexed, S itself (with S’ = S/I and 
substitution defined by pulling back), the category of group objects in S, gr(S) (with 
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gr(S)’ = gr(S/I)), and for a discrete internal category object in S given by an object J 
in S, the small discrete indexed category denoted [J] (with [J]’ = [I, J]). Notice that 
since S contains a terminal object 1, for any S-indexed category A there is an 
underlying ordinary category A’ (also denoted just A) which in the examples above is 
S, gr(S) and [l, J] respectively. Together with the notion of S-indexed functor and 
S-indexed natural transformation we obtain a 2-category of S-indexed categories 
denoted S-%&Y, or just K~4.7 when S = set. 
An important aspect of S-indexed category theory is the possibility of locali~arion. 
For any I in S, every S-indexed category A (functor F, natural transformation T) has 
a localization at I denoted A/I (respectively F/I, T/I) which is S/I-indexed. If J : I 
is an object in S/I, then (A/I)” = A’ and substitutions are defined using those of A. 
To use localization we require that all properties be stable under localization, that is if 
A has some property as an S-indexed category then so does A/I as an S/I-indexed 
category. When everything is stable under localization, to prove something about the 
S-indexed category A we prove it first about Ai where intuition can guide us and then 
the result holds for (A/I)’ = A’ by localization, and hence for the whole S-indexed 
category A. For this reason, all concepts introduced below will be “stabilized”. 
Another feature of S-indexed category theory is that it allows the discussion of 
categorical smallness properties in terms of representability in the indexing category. 
To illustrate we give several definitions of which extensive use will be made in the 
sequel. We will use ill for substitution along the morphism I + 1 in S. AIA should be 
thought of as the constant family consisting of I copies of A in A. 
1.1. Definition. The S-indexed category A has small horns at 1 if for all A, B in A 
there is an object Hom(A, B) in S such that there is a natural bijection between 
morphisms dlA + drB in A’ and morphisms I + Hom(A, B). 
Notice that, from the definition, S as an S-indexed category has small horns at 1 if 
and only if S is Cartesian closed. Also, there is a generic family of morphisms from 
A to B in AH (where H = Hom(A, B)) corresponding to the identity H +H. 
This generic family dHA -f, dHB has the property that to every dJA -f+&B in A’ 
there is a unique J 2 H in S such that u*f = g. The property “small horns at 1” is not 
stable under localization (for example, S/I need not be Cartesian closed if S is). The 
stabilization of this property is the following: 
1.2. Definition. A has small horns if A/I has small horns at 1 for each I in S. 
An equivalent way of stating this is to say that for each pair of objects A, B 
in A’ there is an object hom’(A, B) in S/I such that for all J 2 I and all 
u*AAu*B in A’ there is a unique a + hom’(A, B) in S/I. If S is an 
elementary topos, then S as an S-indexed category has small horns since in that case 
S/I (being a topos) is Cartesian closed. 
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1.3. Definition. The S-indexed category A is well-powered at 1 if for all A in 
A there is an object S in S (and a generic subobject A0 >-, 4sA) such that for 
m’ 
all J in S subobjects AL w 4,A correspond naturally and bijectively to morphisms 
J + S (such that a*m = m’). A is well-powered if A/Z is well-powered at 1 for all I in 
s. 
The stable property here is that of being well-powered. 
1.4. Proposition. [8] S is well-powered (as an S-indexed category) if and only if S is 
an elementary topos. 
1.5. Definition. The S-indexed category A is small if and only if A has a small class 
of objects and a small class of morphisms. That is, we require an object CO in S (and 0 
in AC”) such that objects of A’ correspond naturally and bijectively to morphisms 
J + Co, and an object Cr in S (and M in AC’) such that morphisms of A3 correspond 
naturally and bijectively to morphisms J + Ct. 
The property of being a small category is stable under localization. As the notation 
suggests, small S-indexed categories correspond to category objects in S. Indeed, let 
be a category object in S. We obtain an S-indexed category [L], the externalisation of 
@, by letting the objects of [@I’ be [I, C,], the morphisms of [Cl’ be [I, C,] and the 
data which make [a=]’ a category come from the morphisms in S defining 43. A is small 
just when it is equivalent to the externalisation of a category object in S, and the 
externalisation of a category object is clearly small. 
With the notion of small category and definition of functor category and indexed 
adjoints we obtain a notion of internal completeness for S-indexed categories. We 
note only that A is internally complete if and only if it has stable equalizers (i.e. 
equalizers preserved by substitution) and internal products, which requires that for 
all I in S the (indexed) diagonal functor A j A’ has a right adjoint II,. (A’ is the 
S-indexed category with (A’)’ = A’“‘.) 
An important result concerning S-indexed categories is the following General 
Adjoint Functor Theorem (indeed, finding the tools to state and prove this theorem 
was a major motivation for the theory.) 
1.6. Theorem. [8] Let U: B -+A be an indexed functor where B is (internally) 
complete and A and B haoe small horns. U has a left adjoint if and only if it is 
continuous and satisfies the solution set of objects condition SSO: 
For all I in S and A in A’ there is a Jin S and B in B' such that for all B’ in B’ and 
a’:A-* U’B’ there exists i: I + J, a :A + lJ’i*B and b: i*B --f B’ such that 
U’b ’ a = a’. 
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It should be noted that having a left adjoint means LI’ has an ordinary left adjoint 
F’ for every Z and for each /: Z the canonical morphism F’u*+ a*F’ is an 
isomorphism, but not necessarily canonical isomorphism. This is not equivalent to 
requiring the usual triangle identities in S-%‘..&K More details on this, proofs of the 
results above and many examples can be found in the paper of Pare and Schumacher. 
The notion of indexed monad in the S-indexed category A is simply that 
appropriate to the 2-category S-%.&Y i.e. a triple U = (T, n, CL) consisting of an 
indexed endofunctor T : A + A, and indexed natural transformations q : A -+ T and 
CL : TZ+ T satisfying the usual identities. Thus we have available a category of 
algebras AT and a definition of a functor U: B + A being monadic. There is a 
definition of indexed algebraic theory over S generalizing Linton’s [7] definition of 
algebraic theory over set, and it can be shown that categories of algebras for such 
theories correspond to categories monadic over S when S has small horns. Details of 
this correspondence are in [lo]. We summarize a few of the properties of categories 
monadic over A. 
1.7. Proposition [lo]. Let B be an indexed monad in A. Zf A is complete (has small 
horns, is well-powered), then A’ is complete (has small horns, is well-powered). Zf A is 
cocomplete and A’ has (stable) coequalizers, then A’ is cocomplete. 
Let 0 : A + A be an indexed endofunctor. The (indexed) category of @-algebras in 
A has objects (A, a) where A is in A and a : @A +A (and morphisms are com- 
mutative squares). It is denoted (@; A). 
We recall that a topos S satisfies the Internal Axiom of Choice (IC) if each object Z 
of S is internally projective i.e. the functor ( )’ : S + S preserves epimorphisms. 
The left adjoint to S 4 S’ is denoted III, and if J 4, Z in S’ then I.Ip = J. 
2. Families of operations and equations 
Let S be an elementary topos and A and X objects of S. An operation of arity A on 
X is a morphism XA 5 X. For example, when A = 2 = 1 + 1 an A-ary operation is a 
binary operation. As will be seen below, there are interesting examples of arities 
which are not just an external sum of 1’s. 
Classically, a type is defined to be a family of arities t = (A,),EI. An algebra of type 
t = (Ai)jc, is a set X together with a Z-family of operations of arities 
Ai: (XAj ’ - X)j,,. Motivated by this we have the following: 
2.1. Definition. An internal type (or family of arities) t in S is an object A 5 J in S’. 
A t-algebra in S (at 1) is an object X in S together with a Z-indexed family of 
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morphisms (A,X) ’ 1, A& A morphism of t-algebras from (X, 6) to (X’, 5’) is a 
morphism X A X’ in S such that A,f * 5 = 5’ * (A,f)‘. 
With these definitions we obtain a category of t-algebras in S (at l), denoted &alg. 
This is an S-indexed category denoted &-41g and the construction of I-alg is stable 
under localisation. Note that since LI, -I A,, a t-algebra is the same thing as an object 
X and a morphism I.I,(A,X)’ 5 X, so a t-algebra is a @-algebra for @ = &(A,( ))‘. 
There is an obvious (indexed) forgetful functor U : r-alg + S and Par6 and Schu- 
macher [8] have shown that if S has a natural numbers object (NNO), then U has a 
left adjoint and is monadic. The following results are also found in [8]: 
2.2. Proposition. Let S be a topos with NNO and A A Jan internal type. r-alg has 
small horns and is well-powered and complete. 
Let V be an object of S and A 2 J an internal type. Denote the left adjoint to 
17: r-alg+S by F. We may think of F(V) as the word-algebra of type t on V 
variables, and so an equation in V variables should be a pair of elements 
1 j UF(V), 
or equivalently, a morphism F( 1) (‘r) - F(V) x F( V) in t-&g. We handle a family of 
equations by giving a family of objects of variables, and then an equation in families 
of algebras: 
2.3. Definition. Let A A J be an internal type in S and F i U: r-alg + S. For K in S 
and V in SK, a (K-indexed) family of equations 8 in variables V is a homomorphism 
FK(I) (‘J) - FK (V) x FK (V) in t-algK. 
Recall that an algebra (X, 5) of type t is ordinarily defined to satisfy an equation 
(1, r) in variables V if for each homomorphism F(V) 1, (X, 8) we have fl = fr. This 
requires that each choice of variables V in X i.e. function V--f X (or equivalently 
homorphism F(V) + (X, 5)) results in the words 1 and r having equal values in (X, 5). 
Expressing this for families of equations and families of algebras we obtain: 
2.4. Definition. Let A : J be an internal type in S and F -i U: r-alg+S. An 
algebra (X, 4) in t-alg’satisfies a K-family of equations $ if for I’ in S, I’ ‘u’p) -ZxK 
for all f:p*FK(V)+a*(X,[) we have f/3*1 =f@*r. 
Intuitively, the requirement is that for each i in Z the algebra (X, 5); =(X;, ti) 
should satisfy the equation (I,, rk) for each k in K. Taking I’ = 1 in 2.4, the definition 
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says that for all l- I x K and allf: F( V,) + (Xj, 5;) we have fIk = frk, exhibiting 
the analogy to the classical situation. 
Given an internal type t and a family of equations %, the full (indexed) subcategory 
of t-afg which has as objects those r-algebras atisfying $ is denoted g-t-&g. There is 
an obvious (indexed) forgetful functor 17’: 8-t-alg --, t-&g. One of our goals is to 
find a left adjoint to U’ under certain conditions on S. 
It should be noted that 2.4 contains a slight variation from the classical formulation 
of family of equations. There, a single set V of variables is used for all equations in a 
family, and the cardinality required of V depends on the arities involved in the type 
considered. However, it is the fact that non-empty sets are injective which allows 
this. Indeed, suppose that the k’th equation of a family depends only on the variables 
Vk G V. To test satisfaction of this equation in an algebra (X, 5) we must test all 
f 
choices of Vk in X. Since X is injective if non-empty, to each Vk LXthereis VAX 
extending f i.e. any choice of Vk in X extends to a choice of V. This is not the case 
when V and X are objects of a topos, but it would clearly be incorrect to ignore 
testing some choice of variables “ Vk” in X simply because the choice cannot be 
extended to a larger object of variables. The difficulty can be circumvented by giving 
a family of variables to define a family of equations in such a way that the *‘k’th” 
equation depends only on the variables “V,” as has been done above. 
The notion of family of equations presented above can be generalized: 
2.5. Definitions. Let F -I U : A + S be (indexed) monadic. For K in S and V in SK, a 
(K-indexed) family of equations 8 in variables V is a homomorphism 
FK(l) (I*‘) - FK( V) x FK( V) in AK. For I in S, an algebra A in A* satisfies a 
K-family of equations 8 if for I’ in S, I’= I x K and all f: p”FK( V) --, cr*A we 
have fp*l= f@*r. 
The full (indexed) subcategory of A which has objects those satisfying g is denoted 
8-A. There is an obvious forgetful functor U’: 8-A + A. 
2.6. Example. Algebras for an externally finitely presented algebraic theory (see 
[6]) are 8-r-algebras. For example, groups in a topos S with NSO have type 
t = (jo, jo, j,): 3 --, 3 where 3 = 1 + 1 + 1 in S i.e. there are 3 operations - a binary, a 
unary and a nullary. The appropriate family of variables is V = (Jo, jo, j,,, jl, jz) : 5 + 3 
i.e. there will be 3 equations required-the first involving 3 variables and the 
second and third will use one each. Denote the free r-algebra functor on S by F. The 
equations 8 are then the pair of families of morphisms 
F3(1&F3(V) 
I 
induced by the usual identities for groups i.e. (xy)z = x(yz), bve = 1~ and VU-’ = e 
where e is the nullary operator of the r-algebra F( 1). Clearly any group in S (or family 
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of groups in S’ for any Z in S) is an %-t-algebra. On the other hand, a r-algebra is easily 
seen to be an object of S with a binary, a unary and a nullary operation. r-algebras 
which satisfy the given family of equations are group objects in S. 
2.7. Example. A simple but instructive example of a non-constant ype is that given 
by the single arity A = 7 + 1 in set*. Let Y i: 2 be an object of set*, then XA has as 
its domain the set of morphisms from A to X in set*. A morphism from A to X is a 
pair (yO, yi) of elements of Y such that X(yO) = X(yi), and an element z in Z such 
that X(yO) = z. The codomain of XA is Z and the structure morphism is given by 
(yO, yl, z) HZ. An A-ary operation on X is a morphism 5 from XA to X. This is a 
pair of functions to and & satisfyingX(&,(yo, yl, z)) = fi(z). Denoting the libre of X 
over z E Z by Y,, we see that 5 consists of a unary operation 5, on Z and a partially 
defined binary operation b on Y whose domain is those pairs (yO, yi) in Y X Y lying 
in the same fibre of X, subject to the requirement that for (~0, yi)~ Y, x Y,, 
X(b(y,, yl)) = &(z). The subcategory of A-algebras for which & = id, is certainly of 
interest, for its objects are set-indexed families of sets with a binary operation. This 
subcategory is defined by a family of equations. Let W: 0-, 1 be the non-trivial 
subobject of 1 in set*. Now (set2)W 2 set and for our family of variables we take 
V = {z}. An A-algebra in (set*) w is a set together with a unary operation, so denoting 
this operation on Fw( V) by 
(UQW(V) t7 (UlqW(V): z-2 
we have a pair of morphisms 
12 UwFw(V) and 1 i UwFw( V) 
giving a W-indexed family of equations 
in V variables. An A-algebra in set’ satisfying this equation is just one whose unary 
operation in the codomain is the identity there. 
2.8. Example. The situation of 2.7 is susceptible to considerable generalisation. For 
example the category whose objects are set-indexed families of monoids may be 
defined by operations and equations. 
We let A = 2 + 1 in set* and define to : 2 + 2 by to(O) = to(l) = 0, and tl : 1 --* 1. Now 
r = (to, rl) : A + A is a type in set’. If Y 2 Z is an object of set*, (A,X)’ is 
{(yo, y1, z) E Y x Y xZIX(y0) = X(y1) = z}cJZ : z 
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where r( yo, yi, z) = z and T(Z) = z. Thus a r-algebra structure on X is an A-algebra 
structure (to, fi) as described above in 2.7 together with a function 2 -% Y such that 
Xcp = &. Imposing the equation Zp from 2.7 on r-algebras makes & = id=. Thus X is 
an $-r-algebra if for each z E Z there is a binary operation and a nullary operation on 
the fibre of X over z i.e. on Y,. As will be seen below $-t-&g is monadic over set*, so 
a family of equations may be imposed. We let K = 3 + 1 and V be the object of 
set*/K with VO = 5 + 1 and V. L,K given by V = (uo, ul) where vo(i) = 0 i = 0, 1,2, 
~~(3) = 1 and ~~(4) = 2. We obtain a K-indexed family of equations 8’ with variables 
V in 8-r-alg which express the associative, and left and right identity laws. An object 
of 8’-Z4-t-&g is an object of set* with a binary and nullary operation in each fibre such 
that the operations in the fibres satisfy equations which make the fibres monoids. 
Hence an object of 8’-8-t-afg is a set-indexed family of monoids. In a similar 
fashion, families of groups, rings etc. are defined by operations and equations in set*. 
This example has also been considered by Johnstone and Wraith [43. 
2.9. Example. Let S = set* and A = 2 2 2 and J = 12 2. Define A A J by t = 
(to, tl) where t,(O) = tI(l) = 0. Easy computations imilar to those of 2.7 show that a 
t-algebra structure on Y 2 Z consists of binary operations on Y and Z for which X 
is a homomorphism and a nullary operation (constant) in Z. Let K = 1: 3 and 
W = 3 H 5. Let (UO, ui) = V: W-, K by ui(3) = 1, ui(4) = 2, then V is the family of 
variables for a family of equations 8 making an g-t-algebra a semigroup in its 
domain, a monoid in its codomain, and having a semigroup homomorphism for 
transition function. This example can be extended to include types A 1, J in set* 
where A and J have manic transition functions, and for families of equations 8 with 
variables V : W --* K where W and K have manic transition functions. For example, 
one can obtain as algebras objects M 2 G where M is a monoid, G a group and X a 
monoid homomorphism, or G 2 A where G is a group, A an abelian group, and X a 
homomorphism. 
2.10. Example. In another direction, let S = Sh(X) for X a topological space and 
supposeX1U~2U~Z...~U,aU,,1=0areopensofX.LetJocJ1c...~J,be 
sets and define 
J(rr)=( 
Ji if Ui+l E U E Vi, 
Jo otherwise, 
anddefineAfromAocAIE** - c A,, in a similar fashion, then J and A are sheaves. 
For any A 1, J in Sh(X), a t-algebra in Sh(X) is a sheaf F such that F(U) is an 
algebra of type Ai 2 Ji in set wheneverUi+i s U c Ui (and of type A0 - lo Jo 
otherwise.) Variable families of equations may be imposed in a similar fashion. 
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3. Small fibres 
For this section we assume S is a category with finite limits. The notion of a(n 
indexed) functor with small fibres plays a useful role in Section 4 and has also been 
studied by J. Penon [9]. 
3.1. Definition. An S-indexed functor A 5 B has small fibres at 1 if for all B in B 
there are objects I in S and A in A’ such that 
(1) F’A = A,B, 
(2) for all J in S and A’ in A’ such that F'A'= AJB there is a unique J : I such 
that a*A =A’. 
An indexed functor A 5 B has smallfibres if F/I has small fibres at 1 for all I in S. 
Intuitively the object I in the definition indexes the family of objects (A in A’) 
whose image under F is B. We recall the fact that objects of A’ correspond to 
(indexed) functors from the discrete category [I] to A [S; III-l]. With this it is easy to 
see that a functor A 5 B has small fibres (not just at 1) if and only if for all Z in S and 
[I] 5 B, there is an object J in S, a morphism J : I and a functor [J] A A such that 
f 
B[a] = F’A and that these have the property that to any K ---, I and [K] z A for 
which B[fl = FKA’, there is a unique K L J such that the following commutes: 
F 
In other words, F has small fibres if for any functor from a small discrete category to 
B (as is B), there is an object of S’ (a above) and a family of objects (A above) which 
acts as a pullback with respect to small discrete categories. 
We note also that we could have defined “small fibres on morphisms” by requiring 
a representor for the family of morphisms in A with image a particular morphism of 
B. This will turn out to be an unnecessary restriction in the applications. Moreover, it 
is evident that a functor with small fibres between categories with small horns has 
“small fibres on morphisms”, so in many cases in practice the added strength would 
be illusory anyway. 
3.2. Example. Let S be a topos and A A J an internal type. The forgetful functor 
U : t-dg + s has small fibres. Indeed the fibre over an object X in S is represented by 
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the object Hom(LI,(&X)‘, X) of S, and the generic family of f-algebras is just the 
generic morphism from l..iJ(d,X)’ to X. It is trivial to verify that these satisfy the 
definition, so t-&g has small fibres at 1, and the rest is a localization. 
3.3. Example. An inclusion need not have small fibres. Indeed, let B be the small 
discrete category [I] for Z in S. A (stable) subcategory of [Z] is the same thing as a 
subfunctor C A [-, I]. If C is a representable then j has small fibres since S has 
pullbacks, but otherwise it does not. Indeed, if j has small fibres, C is small by 3.6 
below, and since it is also discrete it is an object of S, i.e. representable. 
F G 
3.4. Lemma. Zf A --, B and B + Care indexed functors with small fibres, then so is 
GF. 
Proof. Left to the reader (who should use the description of functors with small 
fibres given after the definition). 
3.5. Lemma. Let the following be a pullback in S-%._G~Y: 
(1) 
If F has small fibres, then so does F’. 
Proof. Suppose [I] 2 C is a family of objects of C. By hypothesis, there is an 
objectJ~ZinS’and[.Z] ” - B such that FB’ = GC[a]. Now since (1) is a pullback 
there is a unique indexed functor [J] D’ -D as shown below. Now suppose we are 
given K L Z and [K] f: D such that F’D = C[f]. Then in 
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we have FG’D = GF’D = GC[f], and since F has small fibres there is a unique 
K L J as shown making the diagram commute. Thus F’ has small fibres. 
3.4. Proposition. If A 5 B has small fibres, B is small and A has small horns, then A 
is small. 
Proof. Part and Schumacher have shown [8; 11.3.1 l] that if an indexed category A 
has a small class of objects and small horns then it is small, so it remains to show that 
A has a small class of objects. Let B. in B’ be the generic family of objects of B, so we 
*’ have [I] - B. The fibre of F over B. gives a family [J] 2 A in A’. This can easily 
be seen to be the generic family of objects for A, and details are left to the reader. 
It is well known (see e.g. [3]) that if S is a topos then internal presheaves Cop -+ S 
correspond to internal discrete tibrations over @. Also, if A is in %&?Y, then functors 
AoP + set correspond to discrete fibrations over A with small fibres (in the ordinary 
sense). These facts suggest that a suitable definition of discrete fibration in the 
S-indexed case should lead to a similar correspondence, and this is the case: there is a 
bijective correspondence between indexed functors AoP+ S and discrete fibrations 
over A with small fibres. For the relevant definition and a proof of this the reader is 
referred to [lo]. 
4. Imposing equations 
In order to study the category of algebras satisfying a family of equations we need 
to give some consideration to factorization systems in indexed categories. 
4.1. Definition [l]. A pair (E, M) of (stable) subcategories of the indexed category 
A is a factorisation system if 
(1) E n M contains all isomorphisms, 
(2) every morphism f in A factors as f = me with m in M and e in E, 
(3) in any commutative square 
there is a unique morphism d from codomain e to domain m making both triangles 
commute (the “diagonal fill-in”). 
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If M consists of (stable) monomorphisms, then (E, M) is called a rightfuctorisation 
system. 
The concept which will play an important role in showing that equational 
subcategories are reflective is the following. 
4.2. Definition. Let A have a factorisation system (E, M). A is weakly E-cowell- 
powered at 1 if for any A in A1 there is an object Q in S and a morphism &A 5 G in 
Ao satisfying: for all &A _f B in A’ with e in E’ there exists J : Q with a*g = e. 
A is weakly E-cowelf-powered if A/I is weakly E-cowell-powered at 1 for all I. 
Intuitively, weak cowell-poweredness means that to each A in A there is an object 
Q in S (and a morphism in Ao) which contains a representation for each E-quotient 
of A, not necessarily uniquely. The generic family of morphisms from A may contain 
morphisms not in E (though this could be avoided) but this weak version of 
cowell-poweredness is sufficient for our purposes, namely constructing “solution 
sets.” The following shows a first application of the concept and is due to Barr [l] in 
the set-indexed case. 
4.3. Lemma. Let (E, M) be u right fuctorisution system in the S-indised category A 
and slcppose A is complete and has small horns. If A is weakly E-cojvell-powered, then 
A has stable coequalizers. 
Proof. Since A is complete, the substitution functor u* for any J : I in S has a right 
adjoint, so the u* preserve any coequalizers which exist. To see that they do exist, we 
apply the General Adjoint Functor Theorem at 1 and conclude by localisation. What 
is required is a left adjoint to the diagonal functor 
This is clearly continuous, so all that remains is to construct a solution set of objects 
given 
X$ Y inA”‘. 
This is already at hand. Let Q in S and JOY 2 G be the object and generic 
morphism existing since A is weakly cowell-powered. Suppose (u, 6) L l(D) in A’=’ 
i.e. 
X$ Y-!+D withfa=fbinA. 
Factor f in A as me with e in E and m in M. Since m is mono, eu = eb and the 
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factorisation lifts to A‘=‘. But there is 15 Q such that e = q*(g), so G is a solution 
set of objects. 
4.4. Corollary. With the hypothesis of 4.3, if A has internal coproducts, then it is 
internally cocomplete. 
Proof. By the dual of the remarks preceding 1.6. 
For the remainder of this section we will assume that S is an elementary topos. In 
this case there is a naturally arising factorization system on S” for any indexed monad 
B in S. 
Let (A, a) be in S’. If Sub(A) is the indexed poset of subobjects of A we get an 
indexed functor 
t : Sub(A) --* Sub(A) 
defined at I in S by sending m : AO-*AIA to the image of 
7-r, 
T’A,, - T’AIA = A,TA -% &A 
It is an easy calculation to see that .%&(A, a) = (t; Sub(A)). Now Sub(A) is a 
reflective subcategory of S/A and so is complete. Since Sub(A, a) = (t; Sub(A)) this 
is complete and the forgetful functor 
Sub(A, a)-,Sub(A) 
is continuous [8, V.2.11. But these are both small since S and ST are well-powered 
and so SubtA, a) + Sub(A) has a left adjoint denoted (-) [8, V. 11. If A,, w A is a 
subobject of A, then (A& X= (A, a) is the subaigebra of A generated by Ao, and has 
the property that for any subalgebra (B, 6) H (A, a), A0 c B if and only if (A,.,) E 
(B, 6). In particular, if A0 generates (A, a) i.e. if (A,) = (A, a), then any subalgebra 
of (A, a) containing A0 is equal to (A, a). This construction defines a decomposition 
of morphisms in S”. Indeed, suppose (A, a) 1, (B, b) is a morphism in S’ with 
factorization 
e’ m’ 
A++B()HB in S, 
then 
(A, a) ;(&,) z B 
decomposes f and the decomposition is indexed since a morphism in (S’)’ may be 
similarly decomposed, and the decompositions are preserved by substitution 
functors since everything about their construction is. This is called the image-mono 
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decomposition off, and e is called the image of J Images are denoted -+ and it should 
be noted that an image is its own image. 
4.5. Proposition. Images in S’ are strong epimorphisms and the image-mono 
decomposition is a factorisation system. 
Proof. See [l l] where a detailed proof is given for the decomposition in @-alg which 
can be used also in this case. 
Our next goal is to show that the algebras satisfying a family of equations in S’ 
are reflective in S’ provided that S’ is weakly image cowell-powered. This will 
follow from an application of the following lemma, due to Freyd [2] in the 
set-indexed case. 
4.4. Lemma. Let A be complete with small horns and have a factorisation system 
(E, M). Suppose that A is weakly E-cowell-powered and B z A is a (stable) full 
subcategory such that U has small fibres and B is closed under small limits and 
M-subobjects, then U has a left adjoint. 
Proof. This is another application of the General Adjoint Functor Theorem. We 
give the construction of the solution set of objects (at 1) for A in A, and leave 
verification of the remaining details to the reader. Since A is weakly E-cowell- 
powered there is an object Q in S and G in AQ which weakly represents E-quotients 
of A. Since U has small fibres, there is an object K : Q of S/Q and H in BK which 
represents objects of B with image G. H is a solution set of objects for A. 
Now suppose that A is (indexed) monadic over S by A 2 S (and F i U). Let $ be 
a family of equations in variables V given by 
FK(l)+FK(V). 
Using the fact that A has small horns, an algebra A(in A') satisfies 8’ (Definition 2.5) 
if and only if the morphisms 
(1) HomlxK(q*FK( V), p*A) ~~~~:::::“~:~~ : HomJxK(q*FK(l), e*A) 
are equal where Z L I x K -% K is a product diagram. 
4.7. Lemma. The forgetful functor U’ : 8-A + A has small jibres. 
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Proof. Let A be in A’, and 1 and r be as above and let 
E A HomzxK(q*FK( V), p*A) 
be the equalizer of the morphisms at (1). Denote HomfxK(q*FK(V), p*A) by 
H211xK and HomrXK (q*FK(l),p*A) by H’:IxK. Define g=lI,JI,e= 
l&,e : G + I. Now g is manic since e is a subobject of 1 in SG and &,I, preserves 
monomorphisms and 1. G will serve to index the fibre of U’ over A. The generic 
family is g*A which is in 8-A. To see that g*A satisfies (I, r) consider 
HomGxK(q?FK 1, p:g*A) > 
h’*(gxKI 
h H’ 
h*(gxK, 
HomGxK(q?FKV,p:g*A) t-----------* H 
PI I, I P 
G g )I 
Since the squares h . h*(g x K) = (g x K)k and h’h’*(g X K) = (g X K)k’ are pdl- 
backs (Horn is indexed), both h*(g x K) and h’*(g X K) are manic. By the adjoint- 
ness h*p* + TIP,,, the identity g + g in S/I corresponds to a morphism h*(g X K) 5 e, 
as shown, in S/H. Thus h*(g xK) factors through e and hence (since both top 
rhombuses commute) 
h’*(g x K) HomGXK (~$1, pfg*A) = h’*(g x K) HomGxK(q?r, p?g*A). 
The manic h’*(g x K) can be cancelled, so the remark preceding this lemma shows 
that g*A is in 8-A. That G and g*A satisfy the other requirements is left to the 
reader. 
4.8. Lemma. 8-A is closed under small limits and M-subobjects (where (E, M) is the 
image-mono factorisation system on A.) 
Proof. We first show that 8-A is closed under (stable) monomorphisms. Suppose 
that A is in 8-A’ and B 2 A is in A’ and consider 
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HomrxK(q*FK 
Horn’ * K(q*l.p*A) 
(V),p*A) 
, 
+ 
Hom”K(qar.p*A) 
tlLp*A) 
Horn’ ‘Kf9*BKC1 ).p*M) 
in which both squares commute and the monomorphisms are as shown since p*M is a 
monomorphism. But now the two top morphisms are equal by hypothesis, so the 
monomorphism at the right forces Hom’“K(q*l, p*B) = HomrXK (q*r, p*B) and B is 
in $-A’. Thus $-A is closed under equalizers, and M-subobjects since (i??, M) is a 
right factorisation system. 
To see that 8-A is closed under internal products, suppose that A is in 8-A’. We 
wish to show that Il,A satisfies (I, r). Note that 
and similarly for FK(l) in place of FK(V). The first isomorphism uses the Beck 
Condition for the pullback 
4 
IxK l K 
(see [S, 11.31). Since Hom’“K(q*/, p*A) = HomrxK(q*r, p*A) by hypothesis, we 
have HomK(f, A&A) = HomK(r, A&A), and a localization shows that l&A 
satisfies (l, r). 
Now since 8-A is closed under equalizers and internal products, it is closed under 
small (internal) limits. 
Combining the preceding lemmas gives 
4.9. Theorem. Let S be a topos and A (indexed) monadic over S. If A is weakly 
image-cowell-powered and $ is a family of equations in A, then 8-A is reflective in A, 
and consequently is internally cocomplete. 
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Proof. By 4.7 U’: 8-A + A has small fibres and by 4.8 8-A is closed under small 
limits and image-mono subobjects. A is complete and has small horns and U’ is full, 
so U’ has a left adjoint by 4.6. 
By 4.4 and 1.7 A is (internally) cocomplete, and hence SO is its full reflective 
subcategory 8-A. 
Furthermore, the algebras satisfying a family of equations are themselves alge- 
braic over the base: 
4.10. Theorem. Let S be a topos and A indexed monadic over S. If A is weakly 
image-cowell-powered and 8 is a family of equations in A, then 8-A is (indexed) 
monadic over S and is weakly image-cowell-powered. 
Proof. By 4.9, the forgetful functor UU’: 8-A + A + S has a left adjoint. To show 
UU’ monadic it remains to show that UU’ creates coequalizers of UU’ split pairs. 
Suppose A = S’ and that the parallel pair of U-algebras 
(A a) $ (B, b) 
lies in 8-A and has a split coequalizer 
f 
T preserves this coequalizer so in 
v 
TA; 
TC 
TB - TC 
there is a unique pre-T-algebra structure c on C which is a T-algebra structure, 
makes e a U-algebra homomorphism and (C, c) the coequalizer off and g in A. It 
remains to show that (C, c) is in 8-A. Suppose 8 is defined by 
FK(l)SFK(V). r 
We show that (C, c) satisfies (1, r) at K, the extension for morphisms I’ + 1 x K being 
obvious. Let the U-algebra homomorphism FK ( V) A AK (C, c) correspond to 
VA A& by F -I U. Now AKs. L: V+AKB so we obtain a homomorphism 
k : FK( V) + AK(B, 6) again by adjointness and kl = kr by hypothesis. Thus 
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4Ke * kl = 4ne * kr and so hl = hr since dKe. k and h both correspond to 6 = es6 by 
adjointness. Thus (C, c) lies in 8-A. Moreover (C, c) is the coequalizer off and g in 
8-A since U’ is full. Localizing shows that UU’ creates coequalizers of all L/U’ split 
pairs and hence is monadic. 
To see that 8-A is also image-cowell-powered we need only note that images in 
8-A can be computed in A because $-A is closed under image-mono subobjects and 
U’ is full. Thus if A is in 8-A and U’A has weak quotient object Q and generic 
morphism d&VA 5 G, then it is easy to see that Q serves as a quotient object for A 
with generic morphism Log where L --I U’. 
5. Applications 
The first situation of interest is to impose a family of equations on t-&g for an 
internal type t in a topos S. Now t-alg is monadic over S when S has a natural 
numbers object, but in order to apply 4.10 it is also necessary that t-alg be 
image-cowell-powered. The following is from [lo], and for S bounded over a topos 
with AC and a NNO it can be found in [ll]. 
5.1. Proposition. Let S be a topos which is bounded (i.e. Grothendieck) over a topos 
with IC and a NNO and tan internal type in S, then t-alg is weakly image-cowell- 
powered. 
5.2. Corollary. If S satisfies the hypotheses of 5.1, t is an internal type in S and $ is a 
family of equations in t-alg, then 8-t-alg is monadic over S, is (internally) cocomplete 
and is weakly image-cowell-powered. 
As a consequence of this result most of the examples of Section 2 have algebras 
which are monadic over the base and internally cocomplete. For the algebras of 
Example 2.7 this is immediate from 5.2. Indeed we could let S = E* for E any topos 
with IC and NNO. For the algebras described in Example 2.9 this is also the case, and 
again we may take S = E*. A similar remark applies to Example 2.10. 
The algebras described in Example 2.8 are also monadic over S and internally 
cocomplete. To see this we need only observe that by the Corollary above, 4.10 
applies to any category of the form %-t-&g over a base satisfying the hypotheses of 
5.1 and hence 8’-8-t-nfg is monadic and cocomplete. 
It is well known [6] that algebras for an externally finitely presented algebraic 
theory (Example 2.6) are monadic and cocomplete over a base with NNO. This 
follows from 4.10 after an application of the following 
5.3. Proposition. Let t : A + Jbe an internal type in Ssuch that t is internally projective 
in S/J, then t-alg is weakly image-cowell-powered. 
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Proof. Recalling that t-alg is just @-a1g for @ = &(A,( )‘) we see that the hypo- 
theses ensure that @ preserves epimorphisms. Indeed A, is logical, ( )’ preserves epis 
by definition and I_IJ is a left adjoint. It is an easy diagram chase to show that if @ 
preserves epimorphisms then @-ufg is image-cowell-powered (or see [lo]). 
Now to apply 4.10 to Example 2.6 we need only observe that the type for an 
externally finitely presented algebraic theory with n operations is a finite cardinal in 
S/nwheren=l+l+. * - + 1, and finite cardinals are internally projective [3]. 
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